


Bonnie's Butterfly Quilt Fabric and Cutting Directions
Read all instructions before you begin. Seam allowance is 1/4". 

1 panel MASF9940-Z (butterfly panel) Center
-Fussy cut a 24-1/2" x 40-1/2" rectangle from the center of the panel, centering 
the main design.

3/8 yard MAF9946-Z (penny circles) Inner Borders
-Fussy cut (4) 2" strips across the width of the fabric, centering a row of penny 
circles in each strip. The penny circles are 1-1/2" in diameter, so there will be 
1/4" on either side.
-Cut 2 strips to 40-1/2" with an even amount of pennys on each end. Cut the 
remaining 2 strips to 27-1/2" with an even amount of pennys on each end.
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1/2 yard MASF9944-T (vine on khaki) Borders
-Cut (4) 3" strips across width of fabric

1/2 yard MASF9947-K (dots on black) Binding
-Cut (5) 2-1/2" strips across width of fabric for binding

Assembly 
1. Border the center fussy cut panel with the fussy cut strips of penny circles 
starting with the sides and then the top and bottom.
2. Cut (2) 3" vine strips to 32-1/2". Set aside for the top and bottom borders.
3. Sew the remainder of the cut strips to the 2 remaining 3" vine strips. Trim 
these to 43-1/2". These are the side borders. 
4. Sew the 43-1/2" pieces to the sides of the quilt top.
5. Sew the 32-1/2" pieces to the top and bottom of the quilt top.
3. Quilt as desired. Sew the 5 dots on black binding strips together end to end. 
Press in half lengthwise.Bind with the polka dot strips.



Penny Circles
MASF9946-Z

Fabric 4 - 1 panel
MASF9940-Z

Vine on Khaki-
MASF9944-T

Dots on Black
MASF9947-K

Maywood Studio makes every effort to make sure our patterns are accurate. 
Check for updates at maywoodstudio.com/projects


